Chapter 6

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO CO2 STORAGE PROCESSES

6.1

Introduction

The previous two chapters presented the general ramifications of the changes in the
relative magnitudes of capillary, gravity and viscous forces upon core scale displacement
patterns as a number of system parameters were varied. In this chapter attention is
turned to the investigation of more specific multiphase flow phenomena that have
particular relevance to the prediction of CO2 flow behaviour during sequestration. Section
2 explores the link between the relative properties of reservoirs and their overlying
caprocks, and the sealing integrity and capacity of caprocks under different flow regimes.
Section 3 deals with the challenges of deriving CO2-brine Kr curves that adequately
capture the essential elements of the different flow regimes that characterize CO2
migration during storage. The chapter ends with a summary of the main conclusions.

6.2

Capillary Sealing Mechanism during CO2 Storage in Saline

Aquifers
The prime consideration during an assessment of a saline aquifer for geological CO2
storage is the evaluation of the integrity of its bounding seals. By bounding seals is meant
the caprock: the low permeability, high capillary pressure, and usually sedimentary
formations that immediately overly the storage reservoir. Seals may also underly the
reservoir but in CO2 storage it is the top seal that is of paramount concern because it
provides or is supposed to provide an effective barrier to the migration of injected CO2
out of the reservoir and into the overburden formations under buoyancy forces. Tight
mudstones, shales, stiff clays, as well as granular rocks like salt and granite could, by
virtue of their very small in-situ effective permeabilities (1000 – 0.001nD), constitute
excellent seals in the absence of any structural defects (Jimenez and Chalaturnyk, 2002).
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The invasion of the top seal by CO2 will occur if the CO2 pressure exceeds the sum of the
brine pressure within the caprock and the capillary entry threshold of the pores of the
caprock. Assuming the injection point is located far away from the top seal (a commonly
recommended practice intended to delay contact between injected CO2 and the caprock
while also enhancing the potential of residual trapping) then, by the time free CO2
eventually comes into contact with the caprock any viscous effects would have dissipated
and the dominant force available to drive free CO2 into the caprock will be the buoyancy
force. For structurally homogeneous caprocks, the CO2 column heights required to breach
commonly encountered seals have been estimated by a number of authors to be in
excess of 200m (Busch et, 2010), thus structurally intact seals are virtually impenetrable.
However, the process of injecting CO2 into the more permeable formation beneath the
caprock could trigger conditions/stresses that alter the hydraulic properties of the
caprock which may impair or enhance its sealing integrity in at least three ways: (1) The
penetration of the caprock by wells could create potential leakage sites due to induced
micro-fracturing within the rock mass, poor quality well cement placement, poor well
completions, etc.; (2) Increase in pore pressure as a result of CO2 injection could change
the formation stress field and lead to hydraulic fracturing or the activation of pre-existing
fissures and fractures; and (3) The geochemical interactions between CO2, brine, and the
minerals that make up the caprock could weaken or compliment the sealing properties of
the caprock.

Research in to the exact modes of initiation and propagation of these potential rapid CO2
leakage pathways is still at its beginnings, although contemporary opinion asserts that the
risk of catastrophic leakage through these pathways is relatively minor. The long
equilibration times required by geochemical reactions between caprock minerals, brine,
and dissolved CO2 may rule out the chance of their potential short to midterm (<1000
years) deleterious effects on the hydraulic integrity of the caprock. It is also expected that
standard pre-injection design of storage rates and volumes would address the need to
keep any anticipated storage-mediated rise in pore pressures far below the limits
required to trigger hydraulic fracturing or activate pre-existing dormant fractures and
fissures. In a similar vein, adherence to state-of-the-art well drilling and completion
practices, and lean well numbers should practically eliminate the chances of catastrophic
leakage.
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However, too often the analysis of seal integrity or leakage mechanisms have focused on
the behaviour of isolated processes (geochemistry, capillary force, etc) that act within the
caprock itself, to the exclusion of other factors within the immediate surroundings, such
as the hydraulic and geometrical properties of the underlying reservoir rock.
Consequently, this section examines how gravity-driven CO2 flow regime transitions
within the reservoir rock impacts the sealing integrity of the caprock to free and aqueous
CO2. This is an investigation of how the flow properties and containment characteristics of
the reservoir rock (size, pore size distribution) interact with the flow properties of the
caprock (pore size distribution, continuity) to bring about effective sealing. This approach
to leakage analysis emphasises the importance of the relative properties of the caprock to
that of the reservoir, rather than the absolute properties of the caprock alone.

6.2.1 Simulation Details
A reservoir-caprock assembly is represented by a two-layered, 2D (131x75) network
containing 29550 bonds (pores) and initially saturated with brine. The top seal has a
constant thickness equivalent to one-third the entire height of the network. The three
principal network realizations assume the pore radii in the sealing layer to be half, 1/10 th,
and 1/100th those of the pores in underlying reservoir, respectively. The reservoir-caprock
systems

are,

accordingly,

denoted

as

Cap_1/2

(Rseal=Rreservoir/2),

Cap_1/10

(Rseal=Rreservoir/10), and Cap_1/100 (Rseal=Rreservoir/100). Pore radii in both the seal and the
reservoir were assigned from a uniform continuous distribution. Thus including a baseline
model without a sealing layer (Cap_1), there are a total of four principal network
realizations. The mean pore radius in the reservoir layer is 20μm (Rmin=5μm, Rmax=35μm,
approximately 300mD) and all pores in the network have a constant length of 300μm.

CO2 was injected across the bottom face of the network. The lateral boundaries of the
network are assumed to be no-flow boundaries. Whilst brine can freely seep out of the
network through the top seal and also through the bottom of the network, CO2 can only
escape through the top of the network (above the caprock). Thus any potential increase
in brine pressure as a result of CO2 injection was assumed negligible. These assumptions
were judged reasonable given the low rate of injection (6.0E-12m3/sec, resulting in a
macroscopic capillary number of 8.01E-7). All CO2 and brine properties are evaluated at
the system temperature and pressure of 35oC and 10.34MPa, respectively.
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The entire network (spanning both reservoir and caprock layers) extends to a height of
4cm. For this limited height, CO2-brine displacement in the reservoir layer will probably be
dominated by capillary forces and the gravity gradients generated would be insufficient to
threaten the integrity of the top seal. To permit larger gravity forces to be imposed on
the caprock by the migrating CO2, the gravitational acceleration term (g) was used as
sensitivity parameter and increased by factors of 10, 100, and 1000 (this is equivalent to
increasing the average Bond number in the system).

6.2.2 Results and Discussion
The results of the simulations will now be presented and the wider implications for the
understanding of capillary sealing mechanism explored. The effectiveness of the sealing
systems are evaluated in terms of the amount CO2 saturation reached in the reservoir
zone at the point of first caprock invasion by CO2 and at the point of caprock breach
(when CO2 breaks through to the overburden).

6.2.2.1 Results at 1g
We start by demonstrating the basic mechanism involved in capillary sealing of a
reservoir by analysing the result of the Cap_1/2 model realization. Figure 6-1[b] shows
the pore occupancy graphics at three stages of CO2 evolution within a network in which
the pore radii of its top part (the caprock, painted in a darker hue) is half the size of those
in the bottom part (the reservoir) i.e. the Cap_1/2 realization. The maximum local Bond
number attained throughout injection (1PVI) at 1g was less than 0.07 (Figure 6-2) and the
displacement process was therefore capillary dominated.
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Figure 6-1: CO2 saturation distributions at different PVI for the four reservoir-caprock realizations
at 1g.
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Figure 6-2: Instantaneous Bomax (maximum local Bond number profiles) vs. PVI for the four
reservoir-caprock realizations at 1g.

In the absence of any systematic flow bias, the injected gas preferentially invades the
largest pores (smallest capillary entry threshold) at its perimeter as it grows. Prior to the
invasion of the first pore in the caprock, up to 90% of all available (untrapped) brine-filled
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reservoir pores were already completely or partially invaded by CO2 – reaching a reservoir
saturation of 0.69 (Figure 6-1 and 6-3). This occurred even though some caprock pores
bounding the reservoir have radii significantly larger than the average reservoir pore
radius. There are at least two factors which explain this result. Firstly, since the CO2
source is located within the reservoir zone and therefore away from the reservoir-caprock
boundary a significant CO2 saturation could be established within the reservoir before it
reaches this boundary. Secondly, the dendritic pattern of capillary dominated
displacement allowed the growing cluster to contact a far larger range of pore sizes than
available at the reservoir-caprock boundary and this meant a greater chance of finding
the minimum entry thresholds within the reservoir zone. For Cap_1/2, the seal was
completely breached after 0.84 reservoir zone PV of CO2 had been injected and had
established a reservoir CO2 saturation of 0.78 (Figure 6-4 & 6-5). When compared to the
unsealed network, Cap_1, this represents a 79% increase in the amount of CO2 trapped
within the reservoir zone (Figure 6-4). Subsequent brine displacement within the
reservoir ceased after the seal had been breached.
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Figure 6-3: Cartesian, (a), and semi-log, (b), cross-plots of caprock and reservoir instantaneous CO2
Sg for the four reservoir-caprock realizations at 1g.

Moving now to other model realizations, Figure 6-4 Compares plots of reservoir CO2
saturation at the points of first caprock invasion (𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 ) and the points of complete
caprock breach by CO2 as functions of reservoir-caprock pore size ratio (𝑅 ∗ =

𝑐𝑎𝑝

𝑅𝑚

𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑅𝑚

),

whilst Figure 6-5 shows a plot of reservoir PV of CO2 injected at the points of caprock
𝑟𝑒𝑠
breach vs. 𝑅 ∗ for the capillary dominated regimes (where 𝑅𝑚
is the characteristic mean
𝑐𝑎𝑝
capillary radius of the reservoir and 𝑅𝑚
the characteristic mean capillary radius of the

caprock). Figure 6-4 shows that the amount of injected CO2 trapped in the reservoir zone
before caprock invasion increases rapidly as 𝑅 ∗ decreases from 1 to 0.5. Further decrease
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in 𝑅 ∗ yielded progressively diminishing increase in CO2 trapping. For 𝑅 ∗ ≤ 0.1 no further
increase in 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 occurred. Thus, for the 1g case it is only necessary that a sealing barrier
have an average pore radius that is half of that in the underlying reservoir zone for a
substantial amount of CO2 to be effectively trapped by capillary forces.
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Figure 6-4: Reservoir CO2 saturation at the point caprock invasion (𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 ) and at the point of
caprock breach (𝑆𝑔𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ ) as a function of the log of 𝑅 ∗ for simulations at 1g.

Furthermore, the reservoir zone CO2 saturation reached at the point of complete caprock
breach (𝑆𝑔𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ ) was constant for 𝑅 ∗ ≤ 0.1 (Figure 6-4 and 6-5). However, the PVI at the
point of caprock breach increased slightly from 0.84PVI in the Cap_1/2 network to
0.86PVI in the Cap_1/10 network – obviously a higher CO2 pressure was required to flow
as caprock entry threshold increased, Figure 6-5. But this was an increase of only 2.4% in
PVI despite an increase in caprock Pc of 500% (from Cap_1/2 to Cap_1/10). This is
explained by the relatively small range of pore entry thresholds (2𝜎/𝑟: 5.58KPa –
30.0KPa) compared to the system pressure of 10.34MPa.
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Figure 6-5: PVI at the point of caprock breach as a function of the log of caprock:reservoir mean
capillary radii ratios for simulations at 1g. The plus marker at RmeanCaprock/RmeanReservoir = 0.01
indicates the caprock was not actually breached under this condition.

For the Cap_1/100 network, the caprock was not breached after 1.3PVI (see Figure 6-5)
(Since the amount of CO2 injected was measured in volume units normalised to the PV of
the reservoir zone, total CO2 injection could potentially exceed 1PVI. Given that in this
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scenario the maximum CO2 saturation that could be achieved was 0.8, any CO2 injected
after 0.8PVI will only contribute to raising the CO2 pressure above the ambient value).
Nonetheless, for CO2-brine displacement under capillary dominated regime an extremely
impermeable confining formation is not required to establish very high CO2 saturations
within the reservoir zone.

6.2.2.2 Results at 10g
Although the capillary dominated regime just discussed illustrates the underlying
mechanism of capillary trapping, the conclusions reached are unlikely to be directly
relevant to CO2 trapping during storage in brine aquifers. Analysis of the sealing capacity
of caprocks must include the impact of gravity forces. A comprehensive discussion of
gravity-driven regime transitions by varying the IFT, mean pore radius, Δρ, and network
height has been presented in Chapter four. Here, larger gravity forces are imposed on the
network by varying the gravitational acceleration (g). The gravitational acceleration also
serves as a scaling parameter such that the Bond number increases in proportion to the
amount of increase in g.

At 10g, a stable but biased regime prevailed in the reservoir zone of all the network
realizations and the injected CO2 reached the bottom of the respective caprocks at a
lower reservoir saturation compared to the capillary dominated regime at 1g, Figure 6-6.
The later decline in the absolute slope of the instantaneous Bond number profiles in
Figure 6-7 indicates, approximately, points of caprock invasion.
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Figure 6-6: CO2 saturation distributions at different PVI for the four reservoir-caprock realizations
at 10g

Because the net force driving brine displacement increases from the bottom of the cluster
to the top, the uppermost brine-filled reservoir pores were preferentially invaded. This
quickly led to the spreading of CO2 beneath the caprock and the risk of invasion
immediately increased. Hence the marked decrease in 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 for Cap_1/2 network relative
to the value at 1g, Figure 6-8 and 6-9. However, 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 in Cap_1/10 and Cap_1/100
increased slightly compared to the values at 1g (Figure 6-8 and 6-9). The downward brine
displacement by CO2 that follows the contact of the initial CO2 gravity finger with the base
of the caprock was a more efficient process than that observed in the capillary dominated
scenarios at 1g (compare Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-1) – more on this phenomenon in due
course.
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Figure 6-7: Instantaneous Bomax (maximum local Bond number profiles) vs. PVI for the four
reservoir-caprock realizations at 1g.
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Figure 6-8: Comparison of the cross-plots of caprock and reservoir instantaneous CO2 saturation
(Sg) for the four reservoir-caprock realizations at (i) 1g, and at (ii) 10g.
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Figure 6-9: A comparison of reservoir CO2 saturation at the point caprock invasion (𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 ) and at
the point of caprock breach (𝑆𝑔𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ ) as functions of the log of 𝑅 ∗ for simulations at (i) 1g, and at
(ii) 10g

6.2.2.3 Results at 100g and 1000g
As larger gravity gradients are imposed on the network, the CO2 saturation at which
caprock is breached became more strongly correlated with the reservoir-caprock pore
size ratios (Figure 6-10, 6-11, 6-12, and 6-13).
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Figure 6-10: CO2 saturation distributions at different PVI for the four reservoir-caprock realizations
at 100g
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Figure 6-11: CO2 saturation distributions at different PVI for the four reservoir-caprock realizations
at 1000g

At 100g, CO2 evolution within the reservoir entered the migratory regime and
discontinuous flow of CO2 towards the top of the network came to dominate flow
behaviour (Figure 6-10 and 6-11). The general trend of 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 as the flow regime
transitioned from stable to migratory regime was to increase – due to the onset of
dispersive flow at 100g (Figure 6-14). It must be noted that because of the significantly
increased notional scales of the model which is implied by a scaling of the gravitational
constant to 100g and 1000g (corresponding to notional heights of 4m and 40m,
respectively), a pore in the network now represents a collection of pores and the
disconnected clusters in Figures 6-10 and 6-11 now represent, notionally, quite large gas
structures – on the order of centimetres to meters across.
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Figure 6-12: Comparisons of the cross-plots of caprock and reservoir instantaneous CO2 Sg for the
four reservoir-caprock realizations at (i) 1g, and at (ii) 10g.
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Figure 6-13: A comparison of reservoir CO2 saturation at the point caprock invasion (𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 ) and at
the point of caprock breach (𝑆𝑔𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ ) as functions of the log of 𝑅 ∗ for simulations at (i) 100g, and
at (ii) 1000g

At 1000g, Cap_1/2 behaved effectively like an unsealed system as only a 0.03 reservoir
CO2 saturation was reached (𝑆𝑔𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ = 0.03) before its caprock was completely
breached (Figure 6-13(ii)). The caprocks of Cap_1/10 and Cap_1/100 held on much longer
and the manner of CO2 trapping and its eventual leakage in each of these models will be
discussed in greater detail because they illustrate two important features of CO2 trapping
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Figure 6-14: A comparison of reservoir CO2 saturation at (i) the point of caprock invasion (𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 ),
and at (ii) the point of caprock breach (𝑆𝑔𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ ), as functions of the log of 𝑅 ∗ for simulations at
will all four network realizations at 1g, 10g, 100g, and 1000g
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Cap_1/10 at 1000g: under this comparatively large gravity gradient or at the increased
length scale (equivalent in this case to 40m) the average threshold height for cluster
migration decreased to a small fraction of the total height of the system. This means that
it becomes harder to form a continuous channel of CO2 from the injection point that is
located close to the bottom of the system to the top of the system. Figure 6-15 shows
that this hydraulic discontinuity that characterises migratory flow puts a cap on the
maximum Bond number that can be reached as g is increased. In Figure 6-11 (second row
from bottom) injected gas quickly snaps off from the injection point and moves to the top
of the reservoir. As new CO2 migrates from below, it links up with the clusters already
sitting beneath the capock and the enhanced buoyancy force spreads the entire trapped
CO2 laterally. The buoyancy-driven lateral spreading slows down the rate of CO2 build-up
in the vertical direction and therefore increases the saturation at which the caprock will
eventually be breached. Thus, 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 decreased by just 50% as the gravity gradient was
increased tenfold from 100g to 1000g, Figure 6-13. The sealing capacity of a caprock is
therefore enhanced as the lateral extent of the reservoir-caprock interface increases. It
might be more likely for 𝑅 ∗ ≪ 0.1 to be true in practice, but potential regions of
discontinuity within the caprock formation – as a result of fracturing or faulting – may
have far lower Pcs than in the rock mass itself. The risk of leakage through these weak
points could therefore be mitigated if the sealing formation extends over a wider area.
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Figure 6-15: Instantaneous Bomax (maximum local Bond number profiles) vs. PVI for Cap_1/10
model at various g.

Figure 6-11 (second row from bottom) also shows that even when the caprock is
eventually breached the reservoir does not become completely evacuated of mobile CO2.
The amount of CO2 that can escape is limited to the volume necessary to lower the
buoyancy force of the CO2 plume beneath the caprock below the capillary entry threshold
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of the caprock. For this reason the breach of the caprock was intermittent and the
reservoir zone CO2 saturation varied within a relatively short range of 0.26 – 0.29, Figure
6-16.
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Figure 6-16: Instantaneous reservoir CO2 saturation profiles vs. time for the four reservoir-caprock
realizations at 1000g

Cap_1/100 at 1000g: CO2 also spread laterally upon reaching the base of the caprock but
since the caprock in this model had a much lower caprock-reservoir pore size ratio
(𝑅 ∗ = 0.01) compared to Cap_1/10, a significant column of CO2 could be built up before
the caprock could be invaded. However, as the sideways spreading of CO2 beneath the
caprock reached the lateral boundaries of the reservoir zone, brine displacement could
only occur downwards – driven by buoyancy forces, in a highly efficient piston-like
process, Figure 6-11 (first row from bottom). Unlike the invasion percolation process that
characterised displacement at 1g, the buoyancy-driven frontal advance at 1000g trapped
less brine as it moved and in fact resulted in a higher 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 – 0.95 at 1000g against 0.78
for capillary dominated displacement (compare Figure 6-4 with Figure 6-13(ii)). It is not
obvious whether this form of gravity-stabilized piston-like displacement of brine by CO2
would be a desirable outcome for a CO2 storage process, since it reduces CO2-brine
contact area available for molecular diffusion, one of the critical determinants of the rate
of CO2 dissolution in brine.

6.2.3 Impact of Reservoir-Caprock pore size ratio on Aqueous CO2
confinement
We have seen that a reservoir-caprock pore size ratio of 2:1 is sufficient to prevent
injected CO2 from freely leaking out of the reservoir especially under a capillary
dominated regime. This undoubtedly follows from the non-linear response of CO2-brine
interface movement to the applied capillary pressure – a finite entry threshold has to be
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exceeded before CO2 can invade a brine-filled pore. For aqueous CO2 transport, there’s no
such threshold and as long as a concentration gradient exists between two regions – in
this case between the reservoir and the caprock, some aqueous CO2 transport will always
occur across the boundary, irrespective of the reservoir-caprock pore size ratio. Of course
the speed of aqueous transport will depend on the surface area available for diffusion
and would be slower in the tighter caprock than in the reservoir, given a similar
concentration gradient. The aim of this section therefore is to examine the relationship
between caprock-reservoir pore size ratio and the sealing efficiency of the caprock to
dissolved CO2 as measured by the rate at which brine contained within caprocks of
varying mean pore radii become saturated in the presence of a more permeable
underlying reservoir zone.

The same network reservoir-caprock segmentation scheme as used in the investigation of
free CO2 sealing is used here. A constant reservoir mean pore radius of 20µm is
maintained and only aqueous gas movement was modelled (interpretation is unaffected
by gravity or scale issues here). The source of the dissolving gas was assumed to be along
a row of gas-filled pores sitting just beneath the reservoir-caprock boundary (i.e. a line
source) and into which had been injected a total CO2 mass with an equilibrium volume (at
the simulated temperature and pressure conditions of 35 oC and 10.34MPa, respectively)
equal to 10% the total pore volume of the reservoir layer. Aqueous gas transport was
simulated using the Fickian molecular diffusion model as described in Chapter Four. Brine
is assumed to have a negligible salinity and initial dissolved CO2 concentration is assumed
to be zero in both caprock and reservoir.

6.2.3.1 Results and Discussion
Figure 6-17 shows the various positions of the aqueous CO2 concentration front in time
within the reservoir and the caprock for the three reservoir-caprock assemblies, with the
open network (Cap_1) included for comparison. The concentration front moved quicker
in the reservoir zone compared to the caprocks because of the relatively larger diffusion
surface area available in the reservoir zone.
The speed of advance of the front in a caprock is proportional to the mean capillary radius
of the caprock (see Figure 6-17, especially columns 1 and 2) and this correlates with the
rate of change in the average dissolved CO2 concentration in the caprock (Figure 6-18).
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For these simulations, the speed of advance of the dissolved CO2 front in the reservoir
zone was not affected by the reservoir-caprock pore size ratio for two reasons. The first
reason relates to the abundant supply of dissolvable gas throughout the simulations. This
ensured that CO2 concentration in the pores neighbouring the gas source was always kept
near its equilibrium value and thus competition for dissolved gas by pores on either side
of the source is supressed or non-existent. Secondly, even when there were a limited
supply of dissolvable CO2 and there is competition for dissolved gas between caprock and
reservoir, because of the larger diffusion surface area on the reservoir side of the gas
source, diffusion will always occur preferentially in the reservoir zone at a speed that is, in
theory, N times the speed in the caprock (where N is approximately the ratio of the
square of the average pore radius in the reservoir to the square of the average pore
radius in the caprock). Since N increases very rapidly as the reservoir-caprock pore size
ratio decreases (N=4 for Cap_1/2 and N=100 for Cap_1/10 i.e. N increases as the square
of caprock:reservoir pore size ratio), the mass of gas diffusing in the direction of the
caprock will be too small to cause any perceptible change in the speed of advance of the
concentration front within the reservoir zone.

If the rate of change of the average dissolved CO2 concentration in the caprock as shown
in Figure 6-18 is used as a measure of the effectiveness of a caprock for preventing the
escape of dissolved CO2, then unlike in the case of free CO2, Figure 6-18 demonstrates
that effective containment of aqueous CO2 will require reservoir-caprock pore size ratios
in excess of 100.
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Caprock CO2 Concentration,
Kg/m3

Figure 6-17: Comparison of dissolved CO2 migration rates in the caprock and reservoir zones with
time for the three reservoir-caprock realizations, including the unsealed model (Cap_1).
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Figure 6-18: Caprock CO2 concentration profiles with time for three reservoir-caprock realizations,
including the unsealed model (Cap_1).
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6.2.4 Section Summary
A sensitivity study has been carried out on 2D networks representing reservoir-caprock
assemblies in order to examine the impact of varying seal capillary entry thresholds upon
sealing integrity under a range of flow regimes generated at different gravity gradients or
notional network length scales. The following conclusions may be drawn from the results.

1. Under capillary dominated flow, the maximum possible CO2 saturation can be
securely established below a sealing layer with an average pore entry threshold
only twice as large as that in the underlying reservoir. This means that the sealing
integrity of a capping rock could be maintained even in the presence of structural
defects like fractures and fissures, as long as the reduced local entry thresholds
within these ‘weak points’ are at least twice the average entry threshold in the
reservoir rock with which it is in contact.

2. As model length scale increases, the level of CO2 saturation that can be
established within the reservoir before the failure of the capillary sealing
mechanism decreased i.e. as the gravity gradient and the available buoyancy force
increases, but not monotonically for each reservoir-seal assembly. For the
network with a seal of average entry threshold twice as large as in the reservoir
(Cap_1/2), reservoir CO2 saturation before seal failure (𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 ) dropped
precipitously by more than fourfold as the flow regime changed from capillary
dominated to a gravity biased regime, whilst for seals with entry thresholds 10
times and above the thresholds within the reservoir (Cap_1/10 and Cap_1/100),
CO2 saturation before seal failure actually increased as flow transitions from a
capillary to a gravity biased regime. On the other hand, as flow regimes transitions
from gravity biased at 10g to migratory flow at 100g, 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 in Cap_1/2 increased
by 40% whilst the 𝑆𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑣 in Cap_1/10 decreased by more than 15%.

3. One of the most significant revelation from these sensitivities is that sealing
integrity does not degrade proportionally with increase in length scale or gravity
gradient. Under migratory regime, the maximum height that a continuous CO2
plume can attain is constrained by the fragmenting effect of brine re-imbibition
mechanisms which invariably accompanies the migration process. Moreover, by
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the time the migrating CO2 cluster touches the base of the seal most of its original
buoyancy potential would have been dissipated through fragmentation. Still, as
more CO2 accumulates below the seal, the rate of increase in effective buoyancy
force that can be imposed on the seal is slowed down by the lateral spreading of
the accumulating CO2.

4. These results restate the importance of incorporating the full spectrum of gravitydriven regimes in the modelling of CO2 migration. When CO2 injected in a thick
reservoir (thick enough to sustain a large gravity gradient) and with an average
entry threshold only half that in its caprock is allowed to evolve under all possible
gravity-driven flow regimes, a higher reservoir CO2 saturation before seal failure is
likely to be observed if migratory flow is properly captured compared to a scenario
where only the biasing effect of gravity on CO2 evolution is accounted for.
Therefore in the calculation of the total buoyancy force that would likely be
imposed on a top seal by injected CO2, it should not be supposed that the
estimate of the maximum plume height for such a calculation must be equal to
the total vertical thickness of the reservoir.

5. Effective containment of dissolved CO2 within the reservoir formation may require
a greater number of constraints (tighter, thicker, and more structurally
homogeneous caprocks) than are necessary to trap free CO2.

6.3

Impact of Regime Transitions on Unsteady State CO2-Brine

Relative Permeability Functions
The relative permeability concept permits an extension of Darcy’s law to the description
of flow through porous media containing two or more fluids. In single phase flow, the
effective permeability of a porous medium to a fluid is the absolute permeability of the
medium. If more than one fluid phase is present, the effective flow path of each phase is
consequently reduced and the permeability of the medium to any one of the fluid phases
will be less than the absolute permeability. Hence an increase in the saturation of a phase
increases its effective flow path and increases its effective permeability at the expense of
the effective permeability of the other phase. The relative permeability (Kr) of a fluid
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phase in the presence of another phase within the same porous medium is thus the
effective permeability of the medium to the phase of interest, normalised by the absolute
permeability of the medium itself. It is governed by the nature of the pore structure and
the interaction between the phases. This concept was first proposed by Muskat and
Meres (1936).

The simulation of multiphase flow using Darcy-type formulations require the use of Kr
functions to capture flow behaviour at submodel scales and it is therefore of the utmost
importance that Kr is properly characterized in order to permit accurate prediction of not
just saturation distributions but also the distribution of pressures, which will in turn
permit accurate forecast of injection and production rates.

Kr is expressed as a function of saturation although it might best be thought of as a
function of saturation distribution and thus reveals its true nature as a composite record
of the multiple complex set of interactions of the pore structure with the interplay
between capillary, gravity, and viscous forces during multiphase flow. Imagined this way,
Kr’s dependency on length scale, injection rate, IFT (as a function of pressure), viscosity
ratio, pore size distribution and heterogeneity, as documented by many authors (Bennion
and Bachu, 2006, 2010; Liu, et al. 2010; Delshad, et al. 2011; Kuo et al. 2010), will be seen
to logically follow. Each set of fluid combinations should therefore yield a characteristic
Kr_S curve. This realization has raised concerns about the wisdom of using alternate Kr
curves (principally CH4/brine, CH4/oil, and oil/water curves, because of their relative
abundance) for simulation of CO2 storage in saline aquifers. Consequently, studies have
been undertaken with a view to re-examining more closely the behaviour of CO2-brine Kr
under conditions expected to be encountered in deep saline aquifers suitable for CO2
storage. These investigations (experimental and numerical) have shed new light on how
the changes in the balance between capillary, gravity and viscous forces through
variations in IFT, injection rate and rock fabric determine the shape and the endpoints of
CO2-brine Kr.

Clear differences between CO2 Kr and those of other gases, measured under similar
conditions, have long been reported but mostly in the context of EOR. It has been shown
that CO2 Kr determined under 3-phase conditions (CO2/oil/water) to be lower than N2 Kr
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(Dria et el. 1993-Bennion and Bachu, 2008). Lately, comparisons of CO2/brine and
H2S/brine binary fluid systems at temperature and pressure conditions relevant to deep
aquifer storage have been performed and the results are not always consistent. Bennion
and Bachu (2006) showed that trapped residual gas saturation at the end of secondary
imbibition, and the maximum gas saturation at the end of primary drainage to be much
lower for H2S than for CO2 even though H2S Kr was consistently greater than CO2 Kr (Figure
6-19). The discrepancy of endpoint saturations between CO2 and H2S was attributed by
the authors to the lower H2S-brine IFT (35-40% of the CO2-brine IFT) although a conclusive
explanation for the mismatch between a higher H2S Kr and a lower H2S endpoint
saturation at the end of primary drainage in comparison to CO2 was not offered. Other
investigators however report an increase in CO2 Kr and CO2 endpoint saturation as CO2brine IFT decreases with increase in pressure (Liu, et al. 2010), suggesting that the
differences in endpoint saturations between CO2 and H2S shown in Figure 6-19 could have
been caused by other factors in addition to the differences between CO2-brine and H2Sbrine IFTs.

a

b

Figure 6-19: Measured drainage and imbibition Kr functions on a Viking formation sandstone for
(a) a CO2-brine system and (b) a H2S-brine system. Hysteresis in the Kr is exhibited by both CO2 and
H2S although but the effect of is more pronounced for CO2 than H2S (from Bennion and Bachu,
2006)

CO2-brine Kr measurements conducted on different rock samples show wide variations in
Kr that are often uncorrelated with macroscopic or average properties like permeability or
porosity. For example, Bennion and Bachu (2010) reported average Kr endpoints to CO2
(at irreducible brine saturation at the end of primary drainage) of 0.074 for low
permeability (<10mD) samples compared to 0.4346 for high permeability (>100mD)
facies. The CO2 trapped saturation (at the end of secondary imbibition) was reported to
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range from 0.045 – 0.356, with the minimum values observed in the mid permeability
(10-100mD) samples. In an earlier experimental study, Bennion and Bachu (2006) found
no correlation between maximum CO2 saturation and pore size but observed that
displacement patterns became more uniform as the fraction of microporosity in a rock
sample increases, leading to higher Kr to CO2.

The need to adjust Kr endpoints to reflect the prevailing in-situ interactions between
capillary, gravity and viscous forces has inspired studies looking at the impact of flow rate
and IFT (Delshad, et al. 2011; Kuo et al. 2010). Unfortunately, analysis is sometimes
confused by the use of over generalised scaling groups that try to merge terms that
govern gravity and viscous forces in formulations that make it difficult to isolate the
actual impact of gravity force on multiphase flow behaviour. Equation 6-1 is an expression
for the trapping number – a modified form of the capillary number that includes the
effect of gravity (Delshad, et al. 2011). Figure 6-20 shows that an increase in trapping
number leads to an increase in both brine and CO2 endpoint Kr and a decrease in residual
saturations although it’s hard to state whether the change in trapping number was
caused by a variation in parameters that are well known to govern gravity forces – Δρ, σ,
D, or those that govern viscous forces – injection rate. The impact of trapping number on
Kr is, nevertheless, interesting. Similarly, the gravity number in equation 6-2 is supposed
to indicate the ratio of gravity to viscous forces on the displacement process (Kuo et al.
2010). For Ngv < 2 – indicating relatively low gravity forces – endpoint CO2 saturation
after primary drainage is at maximum; for Ngv > 2, the brine displacement process
displays a dependency on flow rate characterised by a progressive decrease in CO2
saturation; for Ngv > 100, CO2 displacement efficiency decreases further but at a slower
rate and with it the final post-drainage CO2 saturation (Figure 6-21). Again it is not really
clear what gravity-governing parameter is being altered and, more importantly, whether
the gravity number anticipates regime transitions from stable to migratory dispersive flow
which might arrest the free fall of the CO2 saturation in Figure 6-21 as gravity continues to
increase.

𝑁𝑇1 =

⃗⃗ .[∇Φ2 +𝑔(𝜌2 −𝜌1 )∇𝐷]|
|𝑘

(6-1)

𝜎
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where, 𝑁𝑇1 is the trapping number of phase 1 being displaced by phase 2, Φ the
potential gradient, 𝜌 the density, 𝐷 the depth, and 𝜎 the interfacial tension.

a

b

Figure 6-20: The Impact of trapping number on (a) CO2 and brine endpoint Kr, and (b) CO2 and
brine residual saturation (from Delshad, et al. 2011)
∆𝜌𝑔𝑘𝐿

𝑁𝑔𝑣 = 𝐻𝜇

(6-2)

𝐶𝑂2 𝑢𝑡

where, ∆𝜌 is the density difference, 𝑘 the average permeability, 𝐿 the core length,
𝐻 the core height, 𝜇𝐶𝑂2 the CO2 viscosity, and 𝑢𝑡 is the average Darcy viscosity.

Figure 6-21: Final post-drainage CO2 saturation as a function of gravity number (from Kuo et al.
2010)

It seems apparent that while these studies re-emphasise the need to use Kr that are
representative of the specific in-situ conditions of the reservoir-fluid system to be
simulated, they often pay little attention to the impact of gravity forces on Kr and the
hysteresis in Kr needed to adequately capture both the hydraulic discontinuity that
characterises CO2 migration in brine and the resultant trapping of a fraction of the
migrating CO2. The lack of interest in the inclusion of the full impact of gravity forces in
the measurements of Kr in the laboratory might be due to the practical constraints
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currently placed on the range of core sizes that can be used, and the difficulties and costs
associated with running a credible Kr testing kit fitted with all the essential data gathering
and monitoring equipment in a centrifuge.

One of the by-products of buoyancy-driven CO2 migration is a trail of residual saturation;
a region of trapped CO2 bubbles along the migration path due to local CO2 saturation
reversals – an increase via drainage at the leading edge, and a decrease via imbibition at
the trailing edge. A Kr function can be made to capture the trapping phenomenon by the
addition of extra features. Such a Kr function usually consists of at least two principal
curves to describe the multiphase flow behaviour of CO2 during both primary drainage
(increase in CO2 saturation from zero to the maximum value at irreducible brine
saturation) and secondary imbibition (decrease in CO2 saturation from the maximum at
residual brine saturation to the minimum possible value that is greater or equal to Sgc
during primary drainage). Trapping is indicated by hysteresis between the two principal
curves i.e. when the drainage and imbibition curves do not overlap (Figure 6-19).
However, if flow reversal occurs at any saturation reached during primary drainage or
secondary imbibition, new saturation paths – intermediate between the two principal (or
bounding) curves will develop, forming a cascade of drainage-imbibition hysteretic curves
for each point of flow reversal in the interval between the limits of the bounding curves.
These intermediate curves are known as scanning curves. Analytical models are used to
define scanning curves and the most widely used is due to Land (1968). Other variants
have since been proposed by Carlson (1981) and Jerauld (1997).

More recently, Spiteri et al. (2005) proposed a trapping model to capture hysteretic
effects during waterflooding not only in water-wet media – which the older models are
best suited for – but also in intermediate- and oil-wet media too, using bounding curves
generated with network models. The authors demonstrated the powerful effect of
hysteretic Kr on simulated CO2 migration and distribution during storage in a deep
aquifer. Spiteri et al. found that without a trapping model, injected CO2 (totalling 0.15 of
aquifer PV) migrated quickly to the top of the aquifer, leaving little to no residual CO2
saturation within the underlying gridblocks. On the other hand, simulations that used
hysteretic Kr predicted intense and widespread trapping of injected CO2 as a residual
phase, and prevented the formation of a CO2 gas cap altogether.
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Whilst these results demonstrate that important aspects of CO2 migration during
sequestration cannot be properly simulated without the use of trapping models, all
existing trapping models ignore a central feature of CO2-brine multiphase flow which
preceding network simulation results have established to be of high importance, namely:
the destabilizing effect of gravity on flow. Given the combination of fluid and rock
properties (IFT, Δρ, permeability, etc) at expected in-situ conditions for CO2 storage,
gravity effects – which may manifest as fingering or discontinuous migratory flow – will
be fully developed for a continuous rock column 2m high or greater. This is smaller than
the thickness of a typical gridblock in reservoir models for CO2 storage simulation.
Nevertheless, all Kr functions that have been reportedly used to simulate CO2 storage
(hysteretic or standard) assume, albeit tacitly, pseudo-stable displacement during phase
saturation changes, an assumption which may be benign or even necessary for
displacement processes in which gravity is a stabilizing or semi-stabilizing force, but which
becomes unsupportable when the injection of a light phase at the bottom of a denser
phase, as in CO2 sequestration, is being considered.

6.3.1 Objective
The main aim of this section is to examine the impact of dynamic regime transitions due
to gravity forces on CO2-brine Kr functions. Special attention will be paid to how the
intermittency of flow that characterises the migratory regime affects the behaviour of the
Kr function.

6.3.2 Relative Permeability Model Description
The basic definition of the Kr of a fluid phase 𝑖 flowing through a network that is also
partially saturated with another phase with which it is immiscible is given as:

𝐾(𝑆)𝑟𝑖 =

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐾(𝑆)𝑖

(6-3)

𝐾𝑎𝑏𝑠

𝑒𝑓𝑓

where, 𝐾 𝑎𝑏𝑠 is the absolute permeability of the network and 𝐾𝑖

the effective

permeability of the medium to phase 𝑖 with a saturation 𝑆 and expressed
according to Darcy’s law as:
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𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐾(𝑆)𝑖

=−

𝑄𝑖 𝜇𝑖 𝐿

(6-4)

𝐴Δ𝑃

where, 𝜇 𝑖 is the viscosity phase 𝑖, 𝐿 the total length of the network in the flow
direction, 𝐴 the cross-sectional area of the network, Δ𝑃 the viscous pressure drop
across the network and 𝑄 𝑖 the production rate of phase 𝑖 at the outlet boundary
of the network and it’s the sum of the Poiseuille flows 𝑞𝑗 through all boundary
pores 𝑗 filled with phase 𝑖 i.e. 𝑄 𝑖 = ∑ 𝑞𝑗𝑖 .

Figure 6-22: Workflow for two-phase steady-state Kr determination

Figure 6-22 shows the schematic of a four-stage workflow for the determination of Kr for
a two-phase system. The subscript 𝑤 and 𝑔 stand for water (brine) and gas (CO2) phases,
respectively. In stage one, the network is 100% saturated with water and the absolute
permeability of the network is calculated. Stage 2 shows the saturation distribution in the
network after a period of gas injection. The phases interpenetrate each other but the gas
saturation has increased to the point of spanning the full length of the network and
therefore possessed a non-zero effective permeability. At stage 3 the effective
permeability to each phase is calculated. It is assumed here that the flow of a phase
occurs strictly through only the interconnected network of pores filled by the phase i.e.
the CO2-brine interface is frozen in place and flow is at a steady state condition. The last
stage brings the result of stage 1 and 3 together to calculate relative permeability to each
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phase. Once the absolute permeability has been calculated in stage 1, only Stages 3 & 4
need to be repeated after a saturation change over a pre-set interval of time.

In the workflow just described, the calculation of Kr is only partially coupled to the actual
multiphase flow dynamics (the interactions of the porespace morphology with the
capillary, gravity and viscous forces that express the influence of the ratio of the fluid
viscosities, the wetting characteristics of the fluids, the injection rate, etc) which gave rise
to the characteristic saturation distributions even though these dynamics ultimately
influence the Kr values – since they determine the interconnectedness of the flow path of
each phase. This means that the Δ𝑃 term in equation 6-4 need not bear any relation to
the actual pressure gradients that brought about the changes in phase saturation
distribution. This disconnect seems unproblematic as long as 𝑄 𝑖 remains zero when phase
𝑖 is not spanning the network. On the other hand, phase 𝑖 may exist only as disconnected
ganglia, like gas migrating under bounyancy forces and therefore being ‘produced’ at the
output end of the network even though, by the steady-state assumption, 𝑄 𝑖 would still be
zero regardless of the magnitude of Δ𝑃 in equation 6-4 – because phase 𝑖 would be
𝑒𝑓𝑓

hydraulically shunted. This means that 𝐾(𝑆)𝑖

and consequently 𝐾𝑟𝑖 (S𝑖 ) for a

disconnected but mobile phase will be underestimated.

From these considerations an unsteady-state formulation is now presented for the
𝑒𝑓𝑓

estimation of 𝐾(𝑆)𝑖

for buoyancy-driven unstable flow. The new formulation modifies

the 𝑄 𝑖 and Δ𝑃 terms in equation 6-4 to reflect the true rate of “flux” of the migrating
phase at the outlet and the proportion of the contributions of the forces driving this flux,
according to:

𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐾 ∗ (𝑆)𝑖

=−

𝑊 𝑖 𝜇𝑖 𝐿

(6-5)

𝐴Δ Φ

where, 𝑊 𝑖 is the flux rate of disconnected phase 𝑖, and ΔΦ the average effective
pressure gradient acting on the migrating bubbles of phase 𝑖.
𝑊 𝑖 = ∑ 𝑉 𝑖 /Δ𝑡

(6-6)

where, ∑ 𝑉 𝑖 is total volume of the bubbles of phase 𝑖 produced over a time Δ𝑡.
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∇Φ = Δ𝑃 + Δρgh𝑚𝑎𝑥

(6-7)

where, Δ𝑃 the viscous pressure gradient within the network-spanning phase as a
result of the flow of phase 𝑖 and h𝑚𝑎𝑥 the maximum height of a migrating cluster of
the disconnected phase 𝑖.

6.3.3 Simulation Details
The high percolation threshold of 2D networks (Pth=0.5 at full connectivity; Z = 4) restricts
their use as a reliable configuration for calculating relative permeability. Both 2D and 3D
(Pth=0.25 at full connectivity; Z = 6) networks will therefore be employed here, with the
results from 2D networks providing a framework by which much of the discussions earlier
chapters and sections may be cross referenced, whilst the results from 3D networks will
anchor our analysis to more physical systems. Comparison of the two sets of results can,
however, be an illuminating exercise in its own right. The baseline 2D network consists of
29550 bonds (131x75x1) and spans a total height of 4cm, whilst the baseline 3D network
consists of 50394 bonds (75x37x6), spanning a total height of 2cm. The porelength and
the pore size distribution in both configurations are the same – the porelength is 300μm
and the mean capillary radius is 20μm (Rmin=5μm and Rmax=35μm, distributed randomly
using a uniform distribution function). Slow injection rate is assumed in both
configurations (Ca ≤ 1e-7) and CO2 is injected across the bottom face of the network
whilst the top face of is open for production of both brine and CO2.

Unlike in the previous simulations, viscous pressure gradients are calculated at each
timestep to permit a more accurate estimate of the total pressure drop to be used for
calculating unsteady-state relative permeabilities. Use was made of this available viscous
pressure distribution to implement a “production outlet” algorithm that flows the
displacing phase (CO2) out of the network without changing the phase occupancy of a
pre-determined set of “buffer pores” in an arbitrary way. CO2 flows out of the network
through the dangling pores at the top of the network (the production points) at a rate
that depends only on pore conductivity and the viscous pressure drop across the pores.
This new production boundary will permit a more rigorous examination of end effects.

A new injection point algorithm has also been implemented that permits injecting across
the full face of the network whilst allowing for some of the brine-filled inlet pores to be
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realistically by-passed and thereby mitigate the possibility of creating non-spanning brine
phase (with zero Krw) right at the onset of injection.

As in the previous sensitivity studies, different levels of gravity force were considered by
varying the gravitational acceleration parameter g. Initial sets of simulations were
performed with gravitational constant set at 0g in both the 2D and 3D networks.
Subsequent simulations involve only 3D networks and were performed at 2g, 20g and
200g, corresponding to characteristic Bond numbers of 0.043, 0.43, and 4.3, respectively.

6.3.4 Results and Discussions
6.3.4.1 CO2-Brine Kr at 0g
Before moving on to discuss the specific impact of gravity on the Kr curves, the broad
outline of CO2-brine Kr curves as functions of CO2 saturation in the absence of
gravitational forces will first be described.

2D network
Figure 6-23 and Figure 6-24 show CO2-brine drainage Kr curves on Cartesian and semi-log
plots as functions of CO2 saturation for 2D and 3D networks, respectively. At 0g the
displacement process is capillary dominated and the steady-state definition of Kr
(Equation 6-4) applies. In Figure 6-23 we see the brine Kr (Krw) drop fairly rapidly as CO2
begins to invade the network and reduces the effective connectivity of brine across the
network.

At an Sg of 0.25 in Figure 6-23, Krw declined to zero, an indication that the capillary
dominated dendritic CO2 flow pattern had severed the connectivity of the brine from the
inlet to the outlet. But because CO2 had not yet broken through at this stage the
decrease in Krw was not accompanied by a corresponding change in CO2 Kr (Krg). Krg
became non-zero at Sg of 0.4 (Sgc = 0.4). After CO2 breakthrough both Sg and Krg remained
constant at values of 0.4 and 0.0336, respectively. The low Krg value is explained by the
narrowing of the CO2 invasion cluster as it approaches the network outlet. Moreover, CO2
breakthrough occurred only via a few pores and since further brine displacement within
the network effectively ceases after CO2 breakthrough (the slow rate of injection means
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that all newly injected CO2 can be easily conducted through the network spanning cluster
without any perturbation of the CO2-brine interface within the network itself), there
exists a bottleneck within the network-spanning CO2 cluster that suppresses the effective
permeability to CO2. The existence of this bottleneck is a version of the so called “capillary
end effect” encountered during lab measurement of relative permeability, the
elimination of which takes a considerable part of the experimental design effort, using
techniques that range from the inclusion of an additional length of core at the end of the
test section, the use of semi-permeable plates or membranes to restrict flow and thus
exact a back pressure to allow continuous brine displacement after CO2 breakthrough or
the use of cone shaped core outlets to boost flow velocity (Bennion and Thomas, 1991).

Figure 6-25 suggests a number of important points that bear upon how to interpret the
low CO2 Kr. The thinning out of the CO2 cluster occurred well before breakthrough,
implying that flow bottlenecks within the CO2 cluster could be created at any stage in the
evolution process – this is perhaps an inevitable feature of invasion percolation
displacement involving a one dimensional source point (of the invading cluster) and
occurring in a fairly restricted domain.

3D network
There are significant differences between 2D and 3D CO2-brine Kr curves as Figures 6-23
and 6-24 show. In the 3D network the decrease in Krw as Sg increases was more gradual
and at no point during the entire flow process did Krw fall to zero – the higher connectivity
of 3D networks made possible the exploration of a wider range of invasion pathways by
the injected CO2 without necessarily blocking the cross-network flow of brine.
Additionally, Sgc was slightly lower for the 3D Krg curve (Figure 6-26) and, unlike for the 2D
curve, both Sg and Krg increased after CO2 breakthrough – the combined flow rate through
the initial CO2-filled outlet pores was smaller than the injection rate and the displacement
of in situ brine occurred for a time after breakthrough, consistent with material balance.
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Figure 6-23: CO2-Brine Kr functions for a capillary dominated flow regime (at 0g) in a 2D network
on (i) a Cartesian plot, and (ii) a semi-log plot.
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Figure 6-24: CO2-Brine Kr functions for a capillary dominated flow regime (at 0g) in a 3D network
on (i) a Cartesian plot, and (ii) a semi-log plot.

Figure 6-25: Capillary dominated (0g) endpoint CO2 saturation distribution in (i) a 2D network, and
(ii) a 3D network.
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Figure 6-26: Comparison of CO-brine Kr functions from capillary dominated displacements in 2D
and 3D networks

6.3.4.2 Impact of Characteristic Bond Number on CO2-Brine Kr in 3D Networks
2D networks offer a powerful means of illuminating the complex web of interaction of the
multiple variables that control pore scale displacement processes. But compared to 3D
networks, their geometrical, topological and connectivity properties are far less
representative of most porous media of practical interest. Analysis here will therefore be
focused on results obtained using 3D networks.
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Figure 6-27: The impact of gravity-driven regime transition (or network height) on CO2-Brine Kr
functions in a 3D network using (i) a semi-log plot, and (ii) a Cartesian plot.

Figure 6-27 illustrates the impact of regime transition due to changing gravity force (Bond
number) on CO2-Brine Kr functions. The first thing to note is that Krw is orders of
magnitude larger than Krg at all Bond numbers, and increases broadly with transition in
regime from capillary dominated flow (0g; Bo=0.0) to migratory flow (200g; Bo=4.3). All
the Krw curves also exhibited the familiar concave curvature that trends downward as Sg
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increases although in none of the regimes did Krw fall all the way to zero. The increase in
Krw with increase in gravitational acceleration was accompanied by a corresponding
increase in Krg, broadly speaking.

The most noticeable change in stable regime Krg functions (Bo between 0.0 and 0.43; 0g
to 20g in Figure 6-27) was the large swings in Sgc as Bo increases. Krg barely changed after
breakthrough, but Sgc decreased by 53% from 0.39 at 0g (the fully capillary dominated
regime, Bo=0.0) to 0.18 at 2g (a gravity biased regime, Bo=0.043). A further increase in Bo
from 0.043 (at 2g) to 0.43 (at 20g) caused an additional 62% decrease in Sgc.

As flow transitions into the migratory regime (at 200g; Bo=4.3), Krg is now better
described by the unsteady-state formulation (Equation 6-5). This transition was
accompanied by an increase in Sgc from 0.07 to 0.15, a change of 114%. More
importantly, the Krg function started to oscillate in response to the intermittency of CO2
production whilst the frequency and the average amplitude of oscillation itself increased
as Sg increases (Figure 6-27[i]). Because of the dispersive nature of the migratory regime
significant increases in Sg (or more specifically the residual saturation, Sgr) and Krg
occurred after the initial CO2 breakthrough, unlike in the stable regimes (Figure 6-27). This
is a form of hysteresis in flow that is a cumulative net effect of variations in CO2 migration
trajectories due to changing local trapping patterns.

There is one shared feature between hysteresis in Krg induced by dispersive migratory
flow, and that described by contemporary empirical trapping models like the Land model
(Land, 1968, Figure 6-28) – the monotonic increase in trapped saturation with Krg (the
higher the Krg achieved during a drainage cycle the greater the Sgr will be in the course of
a flow reversal).

Since drainage and imbibition processes occur simultaneously in the migratory regime, a
clear distinction between a drainage Krg (Krg during an increase in gas saturation) and an
imbibition Krg (Krg during a decrease in gas saturation), as in the Land model, cannot be
made (note the difference between Krod for drainage and Kroi for imbibition in Figure
6-28[ii]). Nor is there a meaningful distinction between the trapped gas saturation
(equivalent to gas saturation at flow reversal in the Land model, denoted as Soi) and the
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flowing gas saturation (saturation range corresponding to a continuous interval of nonzero Krg values between two consecutive flow reversals i.e. the interval between a flow
reversal from drainage to imbibition followed by a counter reversal from imbibition to
drainage).

In the absence of bounding curves and clearly defined points of flow reversals, how then
could we deduce the instantaneous trapped gas saturation (the minimum possible gas
saturation at any given moment) from a dynamically derived hysteretic K rg curve as in
Figure 6-28[i]? Put another way, how could the flow hysteresis displayed in Figure 6-28[i]
be encapsulated in a trapping model that can be easily incorporated into a conventional
reservoir simulator?

The solution proposed here is to divide the complete Krg curve into discrete flow periods
that represent different gas mobility (Krg) and trapping (Sgr) levels (as shown in Figure
6-29). Within a flow period the slope of the Krg curve may be zero or non-zero (a zero
slope has been assumed here). If in the course of a simulation run the gas saturation in a
gridblock falls within the range of values that defines a flow period, then the
instantaneous trapped saturation for that gridblock is equal to the lower gas saturation
limit for that flow period (i.e. [Sgmin]n in Figure 6-29[i], where n is a numerical tag for the
current mobility level) and the gas saturation within this gridblock does not go below this
value henceforth. Hence, [Sgmin]n effectively becomes the critical saturation in the
gridblock. If after a certain number of timesteps, the gridblock enters a new flow period
i.e. if the new saturation in the gridblock becomes greater than [Sgmax]n, then the critical
saturation in the gridblock is updated as equal to [Sgmin]n+i, where n+i is the current
mobility level. Note that the model only allows gridblocks to transition from lower to
higher mobility levels.

The most critical aspect of the trapping model just presented is the determination of the
boundaries between flow periods. If the flow periods are too narrow, then the model will
predict a rapid increase in trapped gas saturation within a gridblock and if too wide, a
delayed build-up of trapped gas saturation will be predicted. The important behaviour
that the model must capture is the existence of characteristic intervals between flow
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periods of progressively higher average gas saturations and within which gas saturation
reversals could occur (see Figure 6-29).
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ii

Figure 6-28: Comparison of (i) an interpretation of CO2 unsteady Kr function generated under
migratory flow to (ii) an illustration of the Land’s trapping model parameterization (from Spiteri et
al. 2005): where, Sgr is the residual gas saturation, Sgf the flowing gas saturation, Soi the initial oil
saturation, So,max the maximum oil saturation at the end of drainage, Sot,max the max oil saturation
associated with the bounding waterflood curve Kroi, Krod the drainage curve, and Sot(Soi) the
trapped oil saturation. Sot(Soi)=Soi/(1+CSoi) and C=1/Sot,max-1/Somax, where C is the Land’s trapping
coefficient.
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Figure 6-29: Derivation of a CO2 trapping model, (i), from an interpretation of an unsteady-state
CO2 Kr function, (ii).

6.3.5 Section Summary
We have explored the implications of deriving CO2-brine Kr functions from the dynamic Sg
distributions generated by direct injection of CO2 (the non-wetting phase), at a low
capillary numbers and under varying Bond numbers, into 2D and 3D networks initially
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saturated with brine (the wetting phase). CO2 Kr (Krg) was found to be generally much
lower than brine Kr (Krw) because as the invasion cluster moves away from the inlet face it
tends to thin out whilst creating very narrow connecting bond joints (bottlenecks one
bond thick) that chokes off CO2 flow and thus reduce effective CO2 permeability.

Because the outlet end of the network was fully open to unrestricted exit of both CO2 and
brine, CO2 accumulation within the network ceased shortly after breakthrough for stable
regimes. An increase in the Bond number within the range characteristic of stable flow
was predicted to have a dramatic effect on Sgc – Sgc decreased by more than 80% as the
Bond number increased from 0.0 to 0.43 – although Kr remained largely unchanged.
Hence, the need for proper incorporation of gravity effects during upscaling of relative
permeability curves intended for simulation of gravity-destabilised flow processes is
underlined once again.

The estimation of CO2 Kr under migratory flow conditions required the formulation and
implementation of an unsteady-state Kr model. The resulting Krg function generated by
this model oscillated unevenly between finite values and zero due to the intermittency of
production, but also exhibited a higher order structure which was exploited to develop a
new trapping model for use in reservoir simulation of CO2 storage. The proposed trapping
model dispenses with the use of bounding curves whilst having the advantage of being
directly anchored to dynamic pore level interactions between capillary and gravity forces.

6.4

Chapter Summary

The foregoing has demonstrated that detailed modelling of gravitational effects on
multiphase flow at the pore scale makes it possible to directly address both broad
practical questions concerning the evaluation of CO2 storage capacity and security, and
more specific theoretical issues regarding how best to incorporate fundamental pore
scale interactions into reservoir scale models in a computationally tractable way and
without resorting to drastic oversimplification of the important process features. We saw
that analysis of sealing integrity of caprocks benefits greatly from treating the caprock as
an integral part of a larger reservoir-caprock system. CO2 Kr was found to exhibit wide
variability in endpoint and shape that strongly depends on the prevailing flow regime.
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This puts additional constraints on the upscaling procedures of CO2 Kr functions and the
schemes by which gridblocks should be populated with Kr functions during dynamic
simulation runs. Accurate prediction of CO2 migration patterns may depend on the
allocation of appropriate CO2 Kr functions according to gridblock size and the dominant
local CO2-brine displacement configuration (what is the dominant direction of CO2
throughput, is it through the bottom face or the sides i.e. gravity destabilized flow, or is it
through the top face i.e. gravity stabilised flow). The complexities introduced by the
incorporation of gravity effects into CO2-brine Kr functions should be justified given that
there will likely be fewer options available for validating simulation models of aquifers
compared to that of conventional oil and gas reservoirs – limited scope for history
matching because of fewer data points e.g. wells, etc. In other words, the building of
better constrained forward modelling tools like Kr functions offers a practical means for
raising the level of confidence in the simulation results of CO2 storage in deep aquifers.
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